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On April 1st when as Israeli airstrike took out half the Iran embassy compound in Damascus,
Syria  along  with  Iran’s  top  ranking  generals  and  5  other  officers,  Israel  clearly  violated
international law (both UN Charter Article 51 and 1961’s Vienna Convention) that protects
foreign  nations’  embassies,  consulates  and  staff  around  the  world.  The  targeted  slain
victims were all invited military advisors stationed in Syria, unlike the illegal US military
occupiers refusing to leave both Syria and Iraq.

Iranian Supreme Leader Khamenei responded by informing Israel and the world that it will
deliver a payback “slap in the face” to Israel for its escalated aggression that is clearly a
Netanyahu provocation, deliberately attempting to ignite the larger war in the Middle East in
order to drag the US into World War III. Though Biden made the usual claim that US support
for Israel is “ironclad,” sending US aircraft and destroyers into the area with missile ballistic
defense systems to protect Israel, he also made an agreement with Iran not to intervene
against Iran’s response after Iran warned the US to stay out of Tehran’s retribution in
answer to Israel’s latest aggression.

The stage was already set when on April 13th last Saturday around noon local time Iranian
special forces seized an Israeli operated container ship in the Strait of Hormuz, forcing it into
Iran port. Then late Saturday night began Iran’s intense barrage reportedly launching over
300 Kamikaze drones, rockets and cruise and ballistic missiles, simultaneously fired directly
into Israel from not only directly from Iran, but Hezbollah in southern Lebanon, Houthis in
Yemen, and Iran proxy groups in both Iraq and Syria. With Iran launching the world’s largest
drone strike in history and Iran’s biggest missile launch in its history, the world stands at the
abyss of global disaster.
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The next day on Sunday April 14th Israel and Netanyahu were boasting that 99% of the
incoming  drones  and  missiles  were  effectively  intercepted.  IDF  spokesman  Admiral  Daniel
Hagari said that most of the drones and missiles were destroyed even prior to entering
Israeli airspace, neutralized by Israel’s Iron Dome defense system, with assistance from the
US and allied coalition member UK, France and even Muslim monarchies Jordan and Saudi
Arabia apparently shot down Iran drones. Apparently historical oil-rich Gulf States are still
siding with the US/West and Islamic world isn’t so unified as recent appearances indicated.
An anonymous source for the Saud family just told the Israeli public broadcaster Kan that
the  Saudi  government  blames  Iran  for  financing  terrorism  responsible  for  the  Hamas

October  7th  assault  on  Israel,  sabotaging  the  burgeoning  normalized  relations  between
Riyadh and West Jerusalem.

The tally of Iran weapons launched against Israel included about 170 drones, over 30 cruise
missiles and more than 120 ballistic missiles. Israel’s estimated cost was over $1 billion
defending itself from the Iran missile and drone attack. Iran stated that its limited objective
was to hit an Israeli intelligence base apparently located in the occupied Golan Heights,
according to former intelligence operative Hal Turner. That secret base played a key role in
the IDF airstrike attack that killed the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC) officers in

Damascus on April 1st.  Also, two IDF airbases were targeted by Iran in Israel’s Negev Desert.
Iran  announced  its  limited  campaign  hitting  only  military  targets  as  an  appropriate,
proportionally measured response was successful exercising Iran’s right to self-defense and
that it will suffice for now. Israel admitted only minor damage sustained at one airbase and
that a 10-year old Bedouin Israeli girl was slightly injured from falling shrapnel with no
deaths or other injuries reported in Israel.

According to an unnamed US defense official, Biden told Netanyahu late Saturday night that
the US will not support Israel if it retaliates further against Iran, reportedly telling Bibi:

You got a win. Take the win.

According to a Sunday April 14th Axios exclusive:

The official said that when Biden told Netanyahu that the U.S. will not participate in any
offensive operations against Iran and will not support such operations, Netanyahu said
he understood.

According to a White House statement, Biden revealed:

I  told Prime Minister Netanyahu that Israel demonstrated a remarkable capacity to
defend against and defeat even unprecedented attacks — sending a clear message to
its foes that they cannot effectively threaten the security of Israel.

This  drone  and  missile  attack  was  Iran’s  first  military  intervention  launched  from Iran  soil
against Israel ever. It’s limited strategic objective purposely spared the Israeli population
and primarily was intended to send a message of deterrence to Israel, warning that if Israel
retaliates, Iran’s response will be much “more extensive” and devastating. Days in advance
of Iran’s weekend drone/missile launch, many Islamic nations in the Middle East warned the
US of their refusal to allow US to use their land, sea and airspace to help Israel. An early

Sunday April 14th CNN article claimed:
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American forces intercepted 70 drones and at least three ballistic missiles.

The Biden team held a conference call on Sunday with its G7 counterparts “to coordinate a
united  diplomatic  response  to  Iran’s  brazen  attack,”  collectively  condemning  Iran  and
demanding restraint.

My impression is that last weekend’s events were all pure theater, carefully plotted and
choreographed to make Biden appear more presidential as commander-in-chief during his
election year, showing he isn’t so weak and feeble after all, stepping up to save humanity
from end of the world Armageddon with his decisive intervention warning Bibi the Butcher
no help from US if he retaliates.

It’s  a staged shitshow to project  the optics that  Biden is  capable of  finally  putting his  foot
down and setting limits with the defiant Israeli dictator who previously has gone out of his
way to humiliate Biden by flagrantly refusing all his requests and pressure. It seems to be a
high  profile  image  enhancement  exercise,  an  impression  management  charade  spectacle
serving as humanity’s projected temporary reprieve from World War III gone kinetic, for the
time being at least until the November election.

Incisive geopolitical journalist Brian Berletic wrote a very recent article just ahead of this
weekend’s Iranian drone/missile attack on Israel tracing today’s events back to a think tank
policy paper from 15 years ago. It crystalizes my own impression and conclusion that this
last weeks’ events were all scripted years in advance, as is so often the case. Brian’s New

Eastern Outlook  piece dated April  15th  entitled “2009 US Policy Paper Planned Current
Israeli0Iranian Tensions opens with the following sentence:

In  reality,  almost  verbatim,  US-Israeli  diplomacy  (or  lack  thereof)  and  military
operations  are  following  a  carefully  laid  out  policy  described  in  the  pages  of  the
Brooking Institution’s 2009 paper, “Which Path to Persia? Options for a new American
Strategy Toward Iran.”

It immediately becomes apparent that this government-military-corporate funded behemoth
think tank institution’s  policy  paper  has  literally  been the US-Israel  Middle  East  policy
playbook for unfolding regional developments covertly manipulating tensions and hostilities
against Iran by hegemonic power interests for the last decade and a half.

The Brooking paper constantly calls  for  using the press to project  Iran the initiator  of
destabilizing  tensions  and  conflict.  Thus,  in  the  immediate  aftermath  of  Iran  defending  its
own sovereignty,  controlled puppet politicians in US and Israel  in conjunction with the
controlled corporate media predictably spin the narrative framing Iran as the belligerent

aggressor and Israel the victim. Right on cue, on Sunday April 14th Israel’s Foreign Minister
Israel Katz went on the warpath against Iran, accusing:

Iran launched a large-scale and unprecedented attack against the state of Israel, which
included hundreds of drones, cruise missiles and ballistic missiles. This attack once
again proves what Israel has been saying for years: Iran is behind terrorist attacks in
the region and is also the greatest threat to regional stability and world order, which is
why  Iran  should  never  acquire  nuclear  weapons.  Iran  must  pay  the  price  for  its
aggression,  and  the  first  step  in  this  direction  must  be  immediate  recognition  of  the
Iranian IRGC – which carried out this large-scale terrorist attack against Israel – as a
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terrorist organization. The entire free world must stand with Israel against the axis of
Iranian evil.

This is all too obvious that if Braindead Biden actually did convince Bibi the Butcher to
forego his military retaliation against Iran, which still remains very questionable, FM Katz is
attempting to rally the world currying favor for Israel, especially from the West and UN, into
collectively delivering painful economic sanctions against Iran, seeking worldwide Israeli
support  intent on both distracting global  attention away from its  genocide against  the
Palestinians and absolving the Jewish Rogue State pariah of its over-the-top international
crime on April Fool’s Day, bombing the Iran consulate in Syria, which is the real terrorist act
here and of course Israel is actually the real “greatest threat to regional stability and world
order.” And clearly all  along, the real  terrorist  pariahs inflicting by far the most death and
destruction on the planet are the US/Israel following orders from their kingpin City of London
controllers.

Of course, perennial neocon blowhard John Bolton, former US national security adviser and
ambassador to the UN had to rally  for  more warmongering rhetoric  with the following
statements to CNN:

Passivity  at  this  point  for  Israel  would be a big mistake.  This  is  not  time to play
academic games and message and signal. This is a question of power. If they came
from a different location containing nuclear warheads, Israel might not be so lucky.

Members  of  both  the  Senate  and  House  are  hardline  AIPAC  controlled  Israeli  firsters  that
demand Biden slam Iran with a new round of  economic sanctions against  Iran,  totally
ignoring  Israel’s  flagrant  international  breach  of  law  taking  out  the  Iran  Consulate  in
Damascus.

Again, it’s okay if you violate international law as long as you line up on the US/West’s side.
Total double standard arbitrarily applied with US rules-based exceptionalism, still trying to
impose on nations deemed a threat to Washington’s waning unipolar order. On Monday
Congress will vote to impose sanctions barring Iranian imports, Iran’s oil sales to China and
financial transactions between Iran and US. Following Israel FM’s lead, the Israel controlled
Congress will  come up with more sanctions against Iran, and place pressure on EU to
declare Iran’s military the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC) a terrorist organization.

Right on cue French warmonger Macron on Monday is calling for strengthening sanctions
against Iran.

Another US House resolution also seeks to defy Biden’s edict and backs Israel’s military
retaliation against Iran. Stand with Israel or be unseeded from your lofty position atop the
US government is the kind of bribery/blackmail control Israel wields over Washington DC, of
course per the marching orders of the City of London planetary controllers pushing the world
toward the West vs. East Armageddon scenario.

Again, all of this appears more bread and circus theater and bluster to placate the worried
world that WWIII is trying to be avoided. The real terrorists – the planetary controllers well
over a century ago planned their scripted Armageddon Zio vs. Islamic war currently bent on
executing their drastic depopulation agenda that’s also been in the works for some time, in
due time unleashing their WWIII as the globalists’ biggest WMD kill weapon of them all. It
seems the big one is coming sooner than later, i.e., possibly prior to the election with yet
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another US false flag terrorist attack at home as the excuse to declare national emergency
martial law to cancel the November election.

As a sidelight to this big theatrical sideshow, Israel propaganda painting Iran as the big bad
eternal  enemy  showing  its  evil  “true  colors”  displays  some  of  Saturday’s  missiles  fired  at
Israel. But the last several seconds of footage is from near a decade ago of a Russian Grad
missile launch in what’s being purported as a compilation of this weekend’s Iranian strikes
against Israel. This is just one among countless examples of how the Jewish State constantly
uses deception to always over play its persecuted victim role to justify continually getting
away with murderous genocide nonstop for the last three-quarters of a century during its
entire existence as a nation.

Meanwhile, Putin stated this week:

If the United States wants to come to the field to support Israel, we will not sit idle here,
the smallest attack by the United States on Iranian soil will force us to support Iran.

Iran’s account of Saturday’s “slap in the [Israeli] face” completely disputes the Israel claim
that 99% of all the Iranian drones and missiles were successfully intercepted and failed to

hit their targets. On Sunday April 14th Iran Foreign Minister Amir-Abdollahian stated:

In  this  operation,  the  armed forces  of  the  Islamic  Republic  of  Iran,  with  accurate
calculations and using drones and guided missiles, targeted the military base where the
Zionist regime’s F-35 aircraft carried out aggression on the building of Iran’s Embassy in
Damascus.

The following day on Monday Iran Foreign Ministry spokesman Nasser Kan’ani stated:

Iran’s action was necessary and proportionate and targeted military sites. Iran acted to
defend its national security and interests given the lack of action by the UN Security
Council and ensuing irresponsible behavior of the US, Britain and France.

Again, Iran’s response was precise, measured and on estimate parity with the Israeli April 1st

attack, although minus any IDF top brass generals assassinated, unlike the IRGC officers in
Syria.

Also on Sunday, Chief of staff of the Iranian Armed Forces, Major General Mohammad Baqeri
stated that Iran’s hypersonic missiles “reached their goals,” hitting Israel’s Nevatim Airbase
where the US made F-35s were used to carry out the terrorist attack on the Iran Consulate.
These claims refute the probable lies from Netanyahu and his war cabinet that little to no
damage in Israel occurred. Israel’s war cabinet is discussing how it will respond to the Iran
attack as again Bibi  could once again defy Biden and retaliate and escalate the wider

conflict further. IDF spokesman Peter Lerner told the press on Monday April 15th:

Just because we were successful in intercepting, we should not underestimate what Iran
did. We are currently reviewing the options after IDF presented what it believes could
be done. [Countermeasures could involve] a strike or no strike.
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Iranians celebrate in the city of Ahvaz on April 14, 2024 after hearing news of the country’s retaliation
against the Israeli regime’s terrorist attack on the Islamic Republic’s diplomatic mission in Damascus.

(Photo by Tasnim news agency)

Israeli national security minister Itamar Ben-Gvir urged his government to send the strong
signal to its enemies, with this dangerously volatile, provocative, if not maniacal rhetoric:

Ideas of containment and moderation are the perceptions that ended on October 7. To
create a deterrent in the Middle East, Israel has got to show that it is prepared to go
berserk.

Meanwhile on Sunday, Iran Supreme National Security Council (SNSC) warned Israel with the
statement:

Should the Israeli regime plan to continue its wicked actions against Iran, by any means
or methods or at any levels, it will get a response ten times harsher.

According to Iran’s Press TV in an article on Monday April 15th:

The  Iranian  Army  Chief  Commander  Major  General  Abdolrahim  Mousavi  says  the
country  will  not  hesitate  to  give  a  ‘stormy  and  unified’  response  to  any  act  of
aggression  against  it.

Brutally massacring close to 34,000 Palestinians in just over six months, mostly women and
children, Israel lost this war months ago before the world court of public opinion. Both Israel
and the US are genocidal  war criminal  nations that  will  eventually  be prosecuted and

punished. Last Friday April 12th Wall Street Journal ran an article entitled “Israel Wins Gaza
Battles but Risks Losing the War” and then the day prior last Thursday, Israel’s Haaretz went
even further “Saying What Can’t Be Said: Israel Has Been Defeated – a Total Defeat.” Writer

Ron Unz makes the astute observation in his latest April 15th Unz Review article about all
previous Israel wars:

Most of these previous half-dozen campaigns were fought against heavily-equipped
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conventional armies but their combined length totaled considerably less than the time
Israel has now spent trying to defeat Gaza’s lightly-armed Hamas militants.

If Biden keeps his word, refusing to join or assist Israel if it continues this deadly tit-for-tat
game of chicken, and Israel follows through to strike back at Iran, the Jewish State will then
allegedly be on its own to fight off Iran’s reactive wrath that will ignite the full-fledge Middle
East war that would almost certainly bring catastrophic consequences to not only Israel and
this war-ravaged region, but perhaps entire planet. Both Israel with its Sampson option and
Iran possess nuclear weapons. It appears the dreaded World War III scenario that top US
Freemason Albert Pike predicted back in 1871, describing the war between the Islamic
World  (Iran  et  al  backed  by  Eastern  powers  Russia,  China)  versus  political  Zionists
(Rothschild et al City of London controlled Western powers Israel, US, NATO, EU) has at least
temporarily been averted. But Israel vows revenge. Meanwhile, Israeli war cabinet meets
again today to mull over how and when it will respond to Iran’s weekend attack, with the
world teetering on the edge.

*
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